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Abstract

Deep networks have shown impressive performance on

many computer vision tasks. Recently, deep convolutional

neural networks (CNNs) have been used to learn discrim-

inative texture representations. One of the most successful

approaches is Bilinear CNN model that explicitly captures

the second order statistics within deep features. However,

these networks cut off the first order information flow in

the deep network and make gradient back-propagation dif-

ficult. We propose an effective fusion architecture - FASON

that combines second order information flow and first or-

der information flow. Our method allows gradients to back-

propagate through both flows freely and can be trained ef-

fectively. We then build a multi-level deep architecture to

exploit the first and second order information within dif-

ferent convolutional layers. Experiments show that our

method achieves improvements over state-of-the-art meth-

ods on several benchmark datasets.

1. Introduction

Features from pre-trained deep models have been suc-

cessfully utilized for texture recognition [5, 3, 4, 9]. By

combining off-the-shelf deep features with second order en-

coding methods such as Locally Aggregated Descriptors

(VLAD) [14] and Fisher Vectors [29], such approaches sig-

nificantly improve texture recognition performance. How-

ever, these approaches require multiple stages of processing

including feature extraction, encoding and SVM training,

which do not take advantage of end-to-end optimization in

deep learning.

Recently, researchers have designed network architec-

tures specifically for texture recognition. One of the most

successful approaches is the deep bilinear model proposed

by Lin et al. [31, 20]. They model the second order statis-

tics of convolutional features within a deep network with

a bilinear pooling layer that enables end-to-end training

and achieved state-of-the-art performance on benchmark

datasets. However, it discards the first order information

within the convolutional features, which is known to be use-

ful to capture spatial characteristic of texture [12] and illu-

mination [27]. The first order information is also known

to be essential for back-propagation based training [22].

Hence, previous deep bilinear models neglect the potential

of first order statistics in convolutional features and make

training difficult.

We propose a novel deep network architecture that fuses

first order and second order information. We first extend the

bilinear network to combine first order information into the

learning process by designing a leaking shortcut which en-

ables the first order statistics to pass through and combine

with bilinear features. Our architecture enables more effec-

tive learning by end-to-end training compared to the origi-

nal deep bilinear model. This allows us to extend our fusion

architecture to combine features from multiple convolution

layers, which captures different style and content informa-

tion. This multiple level fusion architecture further im-

proves recognition performance. Our experiments show the

proposed fusion architecture achieves consistent improve-

ments over state-of-the-art methods on several benchmark

datasets across different tasks such as texture recognition,

indoor scene recognition and fine-grained object classifica-

tion.

The contribution of our work is two fold:

• We design a deep fusion architecture that effectively

combines second order information (calculated from a

bilinear model) and first order information (preserved

through our leaking shortcut) in an end-to-end deep

network. To the best of our knowledge, our architec-

ture is the first proposed method to fuse such informa-

tion directly in a deep network.

• We extend our fusion architecture to take advantage of

the multiple features from different convolution layers.

This paper is organized as following: In section 2, we
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overview previous deep network based texture representa-

tion and elaborate on the difference between our proposed

architecture and previous methods. In section 3, we present

the design of our fusion architecture, give details and expla-

nations of each building block. In section 4, we describe ex-

periments to evaluate the effectiveness of our architecture,

compared with other state-of-the-art methods on standard

benchmark datasets and later visualize the improvements.

Finally, we conclude the paper in section 5.

2. Background and Related Work

Texture descriptors have been well studied for decades.

Classic methods include region co-variance [32], local bi-

nary patterns (LBP) [23] and other hand-craft descriptors.

Robust texture representations, such as VLAD [14] and

Fisher vector [29] combining with SIFT features [21] have

been utilized to further improve performance on texture

recognition tasks.

Deep texture representations. Donahue et al. showed

that deep networks can learn generic features from im-

ages that can be usefully applied to many computer vi-

sion tasks including texture recognition [5]. Zhou et al.

fine-tuned such pre-trained models on specific texture and

scene datasets end-to-end to achieve better performance

[35]. Later, Cimpoi et al. combined improved Fisher vec-

tor encoding [25] with deep features, which further im-

proves performance on various texture recognition datasets

[3]. They further collected a large dataset of texture images,

which is now considered as the state-of-the-art benchmark

for texture recognition. Most recently, Lin et al. modeled

second order pooling in a deep learning framework and pro-

posed the bilinear network [31]. Later, they applied their

framework to texture recognition [20]. Gao et al. proposed

a compact bilinear network that utilizes random Maclaurin

and tensor sketching to reduce the dimensionality of bilin-

ear representations but preserves the discriminative power

at the same time [7].

Fusion with first order statistics. Researchers have real-

ized the importance of fusing both first order and second or-

der statistics in feature learning. Hong et al. proposed a sec-

ond order statistics based region descriptor, named “sigma

set” [13]. It was first constructed through Cholesky decom-

position on the covariance matrix and then fused with the

first order mean vector. Later, Doretto et al. fused central

moments, central moment invariants, radial moments and

region covariance together in a compact representation [6].

This representation is invariant to scale, translation, rota-

tion and illumination changes. Recently, Li et al. proposed

a feature encoding method called locality-constrained affine

subspace coding (LASC) that captures both first order and

second order information [19]. They showed improvement

when fusing first order information into their framework.

Similar to this work, we also fuse in the feature learning

stage, but we fuse first order and second order information

in a deep network trained in an end-to-end manner.

Combining multiple layers of CNNs. Hariharan et al.

discussed the importance of utilizing different layers from

deep networks [10]. They defined a hypercolumn represen-

tation, where the descriptor of each pixel was constructed

using activations of multiple CNN units above that pixel.

Cimpoi et al. combined multiple layers of CNN features

after training to further improve performance on texture

recognition [4]. We also utilize features from multiple con-

volutional layers to capture different style and content in-

formation. However, our approach improves over previous

methods by enabling such information to be learned and

combined efficiently through our end-to-end architecture.

3. FASON

In this section, we describe our proposed framework

FASON (First And Second Order information fusion Net-

work). We first introduce the basic components of our first

order and second order fusion building blocks. Then, we

describe our final deep architecture with multiple level fea-

ture fusion.

3.1. Deep Bilinear model

Deep bilinear models have shown promising results on

several computer vision tasks including fine-grained im-

age classification and texture classification [31, 7, 20]. Al-

though bilinear models have only recently been integrated

in a deep network with end-to-end training, the basic for-

mulation of bilinear models has a long history in texture

description. Given an input image I , we extract its deep

convolutional features F ∈ R
w×h×ch from a CNN and cal-

culate the bilinear feature B ∈ R
ch×ch as:

B(F ) =

w
∑

i=1

h
∑

j=1

Fi,jF
T
i,j (1)

This formulation is related to orderless texture descrip-

tors such as VLAD , Fisher Vectors and region covariance

[31]. It has been shown to be effective to capture the sec-

ond order statistics of texture features. The diagonal en-

tries of the output bilinear matrix represent the variances

within each feature channel, while the off-diagonal entries

represent the correlations between different feature chan-

nels. The descriptor lies in a Riemannian Manifold which

makes quantization difficult and distance measurement be-

tween feature vectors non-trivial [24]. Therefore, the bi-

linear feature is usually passed through a mapping function
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with signed square root and l2 normalization that projects it

to Euclidean space [25]:

φ(x) =
sign(x)

√

|x|

‖sign(x)
√

|x|‖2
(2)

3.2. Dimension reduction

The high dimensionality of bilinear features makes end-

to-end training difficult in a neural network. Following [7],

we use a technique called tensor sketching to reduce the

d = ch × ch bilinear output to a feature in a lower dimen-

sion c. Tensor sketching [2, 26], which is known to preserve

pairwise inner products, estimates the frequency of all ele-

ments in a vector. It is a random projection technique to

reduce feature dimensionality using multiple random map-

ping vectors defined by simple independent hash functions.

Given two randomly sampled mapping vectors h ∈ N
d

where each entry is uniformly drawn from {1, 2, · · · , c},

and s ∈ {+1,−1}d where each entry is filled with either +1
or −1 with equal probability, the sketch function is defined

as:

Ψ(x, s, h) = [C1, C2, · · · , Cc] (3)

where

Cj =
∑

i:h(i)=j

s(i) · x(i) (4)

To reduce the dimensionality of bilinear features, the

ch × ch size bilinear feature is first vectorized to x ∈ R
d

where d = ch × ch and further projected to a lower c-

dimensional vector E ∈ R
c by:

E(x) = F−1(F(Ψ(x, s, h)) ◦ F(Ψ(x, s′, h′))) (5)

where s′ and h′ are drawn similarly to s and h, ◦ operator

represents element-wise multiplication, and F represents

the Fast Fourier Transformation. We reduce the bilinear

representation to c = 4096 dimensions in all experiments.

Figure 1: The core building block of our first and second

order information fusion architecture compared to original

bilinear model.

3.3. First order information fusion by gradient leak
ing

Now we introduce our core building block of the first

order and second order information fusion. Although bi-

linear models exploit second order information from deep

features well, they often suffer from the problem of vanish-

ing gradients when gradient flow back-propagates through

them, which makes it difficult to learn such models in an

end-to-end training process. Therefore, recent work usually

places the bilinear layer after the last convolutional layer to

minimize this problem.

Inspired by the recent success of deep residual networks

[11], we design a shortcut connection that passes through

the first order information and combines with the second or-

der information generated from the bilinear layer, as shown

in Figure 1. Assuming we generate the deep feature F from

the previous convolutional layer, instead of using the bi-

linear feature B(F ) directly, we combine it with a leaking

function M(F ) that encodes first order information. Since

the bilinear layer essentially captures the covariance be-

tween each feature channel, we define our leaking function

as:

M(F ) =
1

wh

w
∑

i=1

h
∑

j=1

Fi,j (6)

to provide the mean of each feature channel. This is anal-

ogous to global average pooling for a convolutional feature

map.

The first order information is then combined with the

second order information as follows:

B̂(F ) = E(B(F ))⊕M(F ) (7)

where ⊕ represents the vector concatenation operation.

With the proposed formulation, the first order informa-

tion can be exploited for classification, and the training can

be stabilized as the architecture provides a direct pathway

for the gradients to lower layers from the leak.

3.4. First and second order fusion with multiple
levels of convolutional features

One benefit of our fusion framework is that we can fuse

more convolutional features into bilinear layers and conduct

an effective end-to-end training as shown in Figure 2. Given

arbitrary convolutional feature maps F1, F2, · · ·Fi, we can

fuse them together simply by:

B̂(F ) =
⊎

i

E(B(Fi))⊕M(Fi) (8)

where
⊎

i indicates concatenating features generated from

different convolutional layers. In this way, we force the net-

work to utilize the first and second order information across
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Figure 2: The illustration of how we accumulate first and

second order information from multiple convolutional lay-

ers.

multiple convolutional feature maps, which generally cap-

tures different style and content information.

We investigate two major network architectures: a sin-

gle fusion at conv5 level (equivalent to features generated

from conv5 4 of VGG-19 network) and a multiple fusion

at conv4, conv5 layers (equivalent to features generated

from conv4 4 and conv5 4 of VGG-19 network). For fair

comparison, we also conduct experiments using typical bi-

linear networks without fusion on these same two setups.

The detailed configurations of our architectures are shown

in Figure 3.

4. Experiments

We evaluate the effectiveness and performance of our

architecture and compare with state-of-the-art methods on

several datasets. We also adopt the artistic style transfer

technique of [8] to visualize the qualitative improvements

of our architecture.

4.1. Datasets and implementations

Datasets. We evaluate our architecture on four bench-

mark datasets: DTD (Describable Texture) dataset [3],

KTH-T2b (KTH-TISP2-b) dataset [1], MIT-Indoor (MIT

indoor scene) dataset [28] and Stanford Car196 [18] dataset.

The DTD dataset is considered the most widely used

benchmark for texture recognition. It contains 47 texture

categories with a total of 5640 images. All images are ”in

the wild”, from the web image rather than collected in a

controlled setting. This dataset is challenging due to its re-

alistic nature and large intra-category variation. We report

the 10-fold average accuracy as in [20].

The KTH-T2b dataset contains 11 material categories

with 4752 images total. Images in each category are cap-

tured from 4 physical, planar samples under controlled

scale, pose and illumination. In our experiments, we follow

the evaluation setup in [20] and report the 4-fold average

accuracy.

Figure 3: The detailed configurations of our first and sec-

ond order information fusion architectures. Colored boxes

represent convolutional layers with ”3 × 3” filter size and

number of output channels. Notice that we group convolu-

tion layers by their spatial dimensions, such as conv4 and

conv5. This allows us to maintain the same notation across

different network architectures. For all convolutional lay-

ers, we use padding size 1 and use ReLU as activation layer.

For all the max pooling layers, we use kernel size 2 and

stride size 2 without padding.
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The MIT-Indoor dataset contains 67 indoor scene cate-

gories with at least 100 images per category and 15620 im-

ages total. The images can be considered as weakly struc-

tured and orderless textures, which provide a reasonable

evaluation of the generalization power of our texture mod-

els. We use the training and testing split provided with the

dataset, for a total of 5360 images for training and 1340

images for testing.

The Stanford Car196 dataset contains 196 different fine-

grained car classes at the level of make, model and year with

16185 images total. The images are further split into a 50-

50 split with 8144 training images and 8041 testing images.

This dataset is considered as one the most challenging fine-

grained classification dataset. We evaluate on this dataset to

further test the generalization of our model.

Implementation details. We implement our architecture

in a customized version of Caffe [15]. We adopt a two-stage

training process to speed up training. We first fix all layers

except the last fully connected layer for classification in the

Figure 4: Comparison of learning curves on bilinear model

using single level of convolutional feature (conv5) with and

without our first order information fusion on DTD dataset.

network to form a convex learning problem, and then re-

lax the network to fine-tune all the layers with a constant

small learning rate and high momentum. In detail, in the

first training step, we use a fixed learning policy with learn-

ing rate starting at 1, weight decay at 5×10−6 and run for up

to 50 epochs. In the second training stage, we fine-tune all

the layers using a fixed learning policy with learning rate of

0.001 and weight decay at 5×10−4 for another 100 epochs.

We did not use data augmentation and dropout for fair com-

parison to previous work. Incorporating these techniques

may further improve the results. For experiments conducted

on DTD, KTH-T2b and Stanford Car196 datasets, we use a

224 × 224 input size, while for the MIT-Indoor dataset we

evaluate two setups with 224 × 224 and 448 × 448 input

size.

4.2. Effectiveness of fusion

We first evaluate the effectiveness of our fusion archi-

tecture by comparing two networks with and without first

order information fusion on single (conv5) and multiple

Figure 5: Comparison of learning curves on bilinear model

using two levels of convolutional features (conv4+conv5)

with and without our first order information fusion on DTD

dataset.
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(conv4+conv5) convolutional layers. For fair compari-

son, we use the same learning hyperparameters and train-

ing/testing split on the DTD dataset. For the first 8 epochs,

we only train the last layer with a fixed learning rate 1. We

then fine-tune all the layers with a fixed learning of 0.001.

Figure 4 and 5 show both the training loss and testing accu-

racy. The red vertical lines highlight the point at which we

switch from learning only the last layer to learning all lay-

ers. As shown by the plots of testing accuracy (Figure 4b

and Figure5b), our architecture with first order information

fusion clearly outperforms the bilinear network without fu-

sion in both training stages. The training loss plots (Figure

4a and Figure5a) show that our architecture can be trained

more smoothly. This is more observable in the multiple

convolutional layer setup (Figure5a). In both setups, our

experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.

We also evaluate the effectiveness of our fusion architec-

ture on different deep networks such as VGG-16 and VGG-

19. Table 1 shows the performance of our architecture ap-

plied to different models on the DTD dataset. Our fusion

architectures gives consistent improvements over a baseline

bilinear network. The performance further boosts with our

multiple layer fusion when two level of convolutional layers

conv4 and conv5 are combined. Further combining lower

layers in the network did not improve performance. Com-

bining the improvements from first and second order infor-

mation fusion with multi-layer feature fusion, we obtain a

2% improvement from a strong bilinear CNN baseline for

both VGG-16 and VGG-19.

VGG-16 VGG-19

conv5 72.45 72.82

conv5+fusion 73.09 73.62

Improvements +0.64 +0.80

conv5+conv4 72.87 73.31

conv5+conv4+fusion 74.47 74.57

Improvements +1.60 +1.26

Table 1: Effectiveness comparison across different net-

work architecture on one training and testing split on DTD

dataset. Our models gives consistent improvements from

standard Bilinear CNN.

4.3. Comparison with stateofthearts

Texture recognition. We compare the performance of

our fusion architecture with several state-of-the-art meth-

ods such as [3, 4, 20] on the DTD dataset. All the results are

reported based on an input size 224 × 224 for fair compar-

isons. The methods annotated with * in the table indicates

that multiple scales of inputs are used instead of a single in-

put size. Table 2 shows that our method achieves the best

Method Accuracy

DeCAF + IFV[3] 66.7 ± 0.9

FV-CNN [20] 67.8 ± 0.9

B-CNN [20] 69.6 ± 0.7

FASON (conv5) 72.3 ± 0.6

FASON (conv4+conv5) 72.9 ± 0.7

FC-VGG* [4] 62.9 ± 0.8

FV-VGG* [4] 72.3 ± 1.0

FC+FV-VGG* [4] 74.7 ± 1.0

FC-SIFT FC+FV-VGG* [4] 75.5 ± 0.8

Table 2: Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on the

DTD dataset with 224× 224 input size.

Method Accuracy

TREE [30] 66.3

DeCAF [3] 70.7 ± 1.6

DeCAF + IFV [3] 76.2 ± 3.1

FV-CNN [20] 74.8 ± 2.6

B-CNN [20] 75.1 ± 2.8

FASON (conv5) 76.5 ± 2.3

FASON (conv4+conv5) 76.4 ± 1.5

FC-VGG* [4] 75.4 ± 1.5

FV-VGG* [4] 81.8 ± 2.5

FC+FV-VGG* [4] 81.1 ± 2.4

FC-SIFT FC+FV-VGG* [4] 81.5 ± 2.0

Table 3: Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on the

KTH-T2b dataset with 224 × 224 input size. * denotes re-

sults obtained from multiple scales.

Method
Input Size

224 448 ms

LASC [19] 63.4 – –

PLACE [36] 70.8 – –

FC-VGG [4] – – 67.6

FV-VGG [4] – – 81.0

FV-CNN [20] 70.1 78.2 78.5

B-CNN [20] 72.8 77.6 79.0

FASON (conv5) 76.0 80.8 –

FASON (conv4+conv5) 76.8 81.7 –

Table 4: Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on the

MIT-Indoor dataset with different input sizes. ms denotes

results obtained from multiple scales.
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Method Accuracy

CNN [16] 70.5

ELLF [16] 73.9

CNN Finetuned [34] 83.1

FT-HAR-CNN [34] 86.3

BoT [33] 92.5

Parts [17] 92.8

FV-CNN [31] 85.7

B-CNN [31] 90.6

B-CNN (VGG16 + VGG19) [31] 91.3

FASON (conv5) 92.5

FASON (conv4+conv5) 92.8

Table 5: Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on the

Stanford Car196 dataset using 224× 224 input size.

performance among all single-feature methods. In particu-

lar, our best model gives 3% improvement over the B-CNN

baseline. Our method also outperforms FC-VGG and FV-

VGG which use multiple input scales. We also report the

fusion results from previous work that use multiple features.

Our method is competitive with such methods but requires

only one single network.

We also evaluate the performance of our fusion architec-

ture on KTH-T2b dataset with several state-of-the-art meth-

ods such as [30, 3, 4, 20]. Similar to the DTD dataset, all

reported results are based on input size 224 × 224, and *

in the table also represents multiple scales are used. As

shown in Table 3, our method also gains a 1.4% boost com-

pared to the B-CNN baseline. Our best model is only be-

hind FV-VGG which uses deep features calculated at three

different scales. Our method with multiple convolutional

layers FASON (conv4+conv5) performances slightly worse

than a single layer model FASON (conv5) in this dataset.

We believe this is caused by the smaller amount of train-

ing data provided in the KTH-T2b dataset, which leads to

over-fitting. Our method is again competitive to previous

approaches.

Indoor scene classification. In addition to the pure tex-

ture datasets, we evaluate our models on the MIT-Indoor

dataset and compare with state-of-the-art methods such as

[19, 36, 4, 20]. We evaluate our model with both 224× 224
input size and 448 × 448 input size. Table 3 shows that

our method is superior to previous methods and our best

performance is 0.7% better than previous state of the art

method FV-CNN, which used multiple scales. Again, our

method largely outperforms the B-CNN baseline with about

a 4% improvement consistently over input size 224 and 448.

Meanwhile, our models also take advantage of larger input

size, which is consistent with previous results. Our method

with multiple convolutional layers FASON(conv4+conv5)

further improves performance over a single convolution

layer FASON(conv5).

Fine-grained classification. We further evaluate our

models on the Stanford Car196 dataset and compare with

popular state-of-the-art methods. Following standard eval-

uation protocol, we use the provided bounding box during

training and testing. All images are cropped around the

bounding boxes and then resized to 224 × 224. We com-

pare with state-of-the-art methods [16, 34, 33, 17] with the

same input size. As shown in Table 5, our models im-

prove significantly over the bilinear model [31] when us-

ing the same VGG-19 architecture. Meanwhile, our models

result in a 1.2% and 1.5% improvement over the best bilin-

ear models mixing different architectures reported in [31].

Our best model is comparable to [17], which utilizes part

information of cars to boost performance. Overall, our fu-

sion models have shown promising generalization ability in

fine-grained classification task and are competitive to state-

of-the-art methods on the Stanford Car dataset.

4.4. Artistic Style Transfer

Artistic style transfer is a popular technique introduced

in [8] that transfers the style from one artistic image to

another image. Because this technique utilizes a bilinear

representation to compute the style loss, performing style

transfer provides an intuitive way to visualize and under-

stand what is learned in the networks. To generate visually

plausible style transfer results, the networks need to learn

a good representation for both content and style. Since the

style of an image is closely related to its texture, we apply

our learned networks, which have learned good texture rep-

resentations, to the task of artistic style transfer.

We follow the suggested settings described in [8] and

use conv4 2 layer for content loss with weight 1 and use

conv1 1, conv2 1, conv3 1, conv4 1 and conv5 1 layers

for style loss with weight 0.2. We run L-BFGS for 512

iterations in all experiments.

We compare our fusion architectures with the standard

VGG network (using the weights learned form the DTD

dataset for classification task) on different combinations of

content and style images in Figure 6. The red boxes high-

lights the major differences in style. With the side-by-side

comparison, our model shows richer styles (the cloud and

wall appear more stylish in the images) and more accurate

content (the contours of building and tower appear to be

better preserved) in the generated images. These qualita-

tive results suggest that with our architecture can preserve

style and content information more effectively. Further-

more, our multi-layer fusion architecture is even better than

our single-layer fusion architecture.
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Figure 6: Comparison of style transfer results using different models. The green box highlights the content differences

between images. The red box highlight the style difference between images.

5. Conclusion

We presented a novel architecture that aggregates first

and second order information within a deep network. Ex-

periments show that our fusion architecture consistently im-

proves over the standard bilinear networks. We addition-

ally propose an architecture combining information from

the multiple levels of convolutional layers, which further

improves overall performance. Our network can be trained

end-to-end effectively. We achieve state-of-the-art perfor-

mance for a single network on several benchmark datasets.

In addition, the better learned texture representation from

our network is shown qualitatively by the improved artistic

style transfer results.
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